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-
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September 30,2019

To
General Manager

Corporate Services
BSE Ltd, Mumbai.

SECURITY CODE: 531518
Subject: Corporate Announcement for the Director' speech during the AGM on 28th Septemberr20l9.
Dear Sir,

It is my

pleasure to be with you who came here all the way from distant places viz.. Mumbai, Baroda,
Ahmedabad, Kolkata Hyderabad, Delhi, Jaipur, Jodhpur, Sirsa, Hisar and nearby places.

l.

That your company has presented the audited Annual accounts that includes Balance Sheet, P&L for
the period ended 31st March, 2019 for your kind appqovals. Thalk..you very much for your
unanimous

2.

approval.
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That the other agenda items including the re- appointments have also been approved by you
unaniihously. Thanks for the same.
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3.

That your company existed from the conversion of Vikas Granaries Limited which was engaged in
the business of guar gum. Now the business is changed to granite and proppant.

4.

That proppants are used in the hydro fracturing of oil and gas wells. In hydraulic fracturing, a liquid
is injected under high pressure about 12000 psi into an oil and gas-bearing rock formation to create
fractures. After the fracture is initiated, a propping agent, such as hard sand ( strength 7.5-8.00
MOHs) proppants, suspended by gelled polymer is transported with the fluid into the natural fissures
of the shale rocks or soil matrix to 'prop' it open after the pressure is relieved. The resulting narrow
fissures extending away from the well bore increase the production rate of oil and gas wells. The use
of proppants in these applications is on increase with the increasing oil and gas global demand
mainly due to the increasing of disposable income mainly in the developing countries like India and
China.

5.

ofhigh grade proppants save the energy cost while fracturing the rocks thereby cost of
production of oil and gas is reduced while taking out these items from the ground*Understanding of
the proppant use mechanism leads to development of improved delayed transportation into the bore
holes is of essence to commence seepage of oil and gas trapped inlo the rock formation million of
years ago. Using the technically upgraded proppants can be delayed until the sand is entering the
fracture, significantly reducing the required pumping pressure. This makes the oil and gas cheaper as
compared to that of competitions. Therefore, improved temperature stability and corrosion free
quality of high strength is needed for these applications. Your company has acquired a vast mine to
meet out the oil and gas mining demand of such proppants.

6.

That your company has granite stone reserves to last in next over 100 years. The reseryes are so
great that your company is required to pay only for the wages and energy expenses. Nothing is
required to be paid for raw materials. The added advantage to your company is the first runner in
this field in India which has its competition with Chinese manufacturers
manufacturers. A lot of proppants are
being used in India also. The approval from ONGC laboratory is underway.
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That the use
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7.

ECl PC in next 2 -3 months and trial
That the TATNEFT order is surviving and we expeit
is also alive and your company has
participation
production or rrrripr*i in +-s -ontrt" itt" .qity
averylargemarketforproppants.Tleonlyissueisto.slartproduction.Marketisexpendingata
will remain in shortage in times ahead' Yo}r
CAGR rate of 9.60/o. Thercfore, supply of proppants
ttte strength of financial number of F.Y. 2019'20'
company would be a dividend paying Jolnp*yon

-

S.ThattheEc/Pcobtainingprocesswasdelayeddueto-HighCourtstayorderandtheissuehasbeen
The company too have invested
resolved amicably. Now the ttrings are pusiing uh"ad.as-needed.
pC is obtained, the shareiolders in the AGM demanded to host a shareholders
greatly. on"" tt
""Bci
by January/ February 2020 in Jodhpur' The
meeting at the site. Thereforeo ttt" sa*e is expected
a visit'
circulated when everything would be ready for P4Y.frB
invitati-on would be

,\sl

At the end, I request all the shareholders beware of speculatiorrr,
available'
stone beneqth the earth, which in lifetime rarely

*$it for fetchiiig'the intrinsic

value of the

Thanking you,
Yours faithfully,

For Vikas ProPPant & Granite Ltd

B.D.

I)irector
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